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Editorial

Unleashing Kissinger and terrorism
Three developments are highlighted in this issue, as the

rorists brag that they are stalking to kill another un

U.S.A. heads deeper into its worst crisis:

named U.S. diplomat.

One, our cover story documents a deadly insurgen

Evidence is also emerging that the international ter

cy in America's hemispheric "back yard," run by the

rorist apparatus is being rapidly upgraded and deployed

Nazi-Soviet alliance which many leading U.S. figures

for new spectacular actions, including actions within

still refuse to admit exists. Two, a cold coup d'etat

the borders of the United States:

being carried out by the Nazi-linked Henry A. Kissin
ger is rapidly turning over both the Middle East and

We are told that the Iranian terror squad that

Western Europe to Soviet hegemony. Three, the paral

and the ambassador to the United Arab Emirates in

ysis in the White House only began to be broken when

Paris has recently entered the United States, and is

on Feb. 22 our correspondent asked President Reagan

working closely with a Libyan team-both coordinated

if he was aware that Democratic presidential candidate

from the Libyan U.N. Mission.

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. had been arbitrarily denied

•

Mexican security officials have discovered a ter

Secret Service protection by Treasury Secretary Donald

rorist training center, reportedly directed by a KGB

Regan.

operative, in the northern Mexican state of Chihuahua.

It is well known in world capitals that LaRouche, a

The center serves both Mexican-based terrorist groups,

leading counter-terrorism specialist, has fearlessly and

such,as a revived 23rd of September League, and U.S.

consistently nan;ted the names of the high-level net

groups including the Puerto Rican F ALN and the John

works behind terrorist assassins, including the would

Brown Anti-Klan Committee.

be killers of the Pope and Mr. Reagan.

•

The Anti-Klan Committee, nominally a support

Indeed, unblocking the protection due to La

group for activities against the Ku Klux Klan and U.S.

Rouche, as the most-threatened major presidential can

based Nazi organizations, is reported to have set up a

didate, is the key to reversing the disastrous backdown

far-flung underground machine in the U.S., numbering

that has marked recent Reagan administration actions.

150-200 persons, and to be actively working with Ira

This is brought into focus by a fourth matter: The world

nian, Libyan, and Palestinian networks. The Anti-Klan

wide terror alert issued by U.S. security officials after

Committee has been linked to a rash of thefts of high

the Feb. 15 assassination of U.S. diplomat Leamon

quality explosives and is reportedly providing the FALN

Hunt in Rome. U.S. intelligence sources say the alert

and the United Freedom Front with the explosives for

focuses on the heightened danger of assassination to

their terrorist attacks.

three persons: Pope John Paul II, Lyndon LaRouche,
and President Reagan.
The threat level dramatically increased as a result

64

•

gunned down Iranian exile leader Gen. Gholam Oveissi

Alongside assassination plans, two of the targets of
this apparatus are the Los Angeles 1984 Olympics and
the GOP national convention in Dallas.

of the near-complete rout of the United States in the

While Mexican and U.S. security officials would

Mideast, a rout made possible by the sabotage of the

like to begin taking action against these centers, which

President's peace efforts by State Department allies of

dot northern Mexico, and are under the protection of

Henry Kissinger. Insufficient U.S. response to terrorist

the "right wing" National Action Party (PAN), the FBI

attacks, including the blowing up of the U.S. Embassy

has prevented them. Above the FBI squats the PAN's

in Beirut, the killing of over 250 U.S. Marines by a

friend and patron, Henry Kissinger.

truck bomb, and the assassination of American Univer

In short, the oligarchical circles that back Kissin

sity of Beirut President Malcolm Kerr, has emboldened

ger's power grab are the ones that back Nazi-Soviet

the terrorist networks. In the Red Brigades commu

terrorism. For this reason, LaRouche's security is a

nique claiming credit for the murder of Hunt, the ter-

matter of national security.
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